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"Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What Do You See"? is the final collaboration fromthis bestselling

author-illustrator team.Young readers will enjoy Baby Bear's quest to findMama, and they'll revel in

identifying each of the native North American animals that appear along the way. The central focus

on the special bond between mama and baby makes a fitting finale to a beloved series. Now in

board-book format for the youngest readers.
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This is a wonderful book for toddlers and older children. It has charming Eric Carle illustrations and

covers a variety of North American animals such as skunks, deer, and prairie dogs. The amount of

text is perfect to engage the interest of young children, while the North American animals capture

the attention of older children. Highly recommended.

"Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What Do You See?" asks the title character and, more importantly, the

young reader/listener what they see as they turn through the pages of this wonderful book. Like

"Panda Bear, Panda Bear, What Do You See?," this book is filled with brilliant, big and colorful

pictures from Eric Carle. Bill Martin, Jr. focuses this story on North American animals, making it a bit



more interesting for the kids and their parents here in the good ol' U.S. of A. I've actually seen a few

of these animals in the wild thanks to the National Park system and a few trips around my home.The

text is familiar territory for parents and kids who've read other books by Martin, Jr. This wonderful

rythmic writing makes it easy for kids to read and, even better, more fun to listen to. I highly

recommend this book. It's fun for all ages.

My baby absolutely lights up with these pictures and the cadence of the story. I probably in

retrospect would have bought the board book because she wants to eat the pages. (7 month old).

Other than that she loves the book and the pictures.

Our little one Loves Brown Bear so, I wanted to get her a follow up and after reading the options,

choose this one.I knew it was going to have unique animals, but I didn't realize how unique they

would be. Flying squirrel?! I'm sure she will love what unique animals it details when she is a bit

older, but being only 18 months, she isn't really into them. The illustrations lack the bright colors of

Brown Bear. When we read Brown Bear we do the animal sounds for each page and with this one,

that isn't really an option.Still satisfied with my purchase, but probably should have chosen one of

the other sister books for our preference.

My 4 year old's favorite book!! He asked me to read it to him every night for a week and to my

surprise one day he was actually able to read the book back to me. Great story line, lots of

repeatative words that gets the kids to recognize the words added bonus they are Remembering

sight words :)

This and Pout Pout are my toddlers favourite books. They are a joy to read and my daughter smiles

every time I read the What do you see and What do you Hear books by Martin and Carle. I will buy

every book in this series.

The pattern of the story is the same as Brown Bear, Brown Bear. But, different enough that it

creates a new interest. Instead of each new animal "seeing " the next animal, they each transition to

the next in a physical action of their own.

Little ones love this book! My niece and nephew listened attentively to this book when they were 3

months old, and older. They never took their eyes off the pages. Older little ones love it, too. The



baby animals are cuties, and the pictures are so bright and fun. It's a wonderful 4th book in the

Brown Bear Trilogy!
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